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!NEW! WHAT TO DU UPDATES! YEAH!
It’s that time of the month...yep the end of January! Wow and guess what? Change is right around the 
corner! Is it the new up charging of sauces in Slayter? Nope. How about the water treatment plant 
that everyone is so excited to see? Sorry, not that either. Could it possibly be about my favorite social 
media platform? Yes that’s right, your favorite app/website, What To DU,  is excited to launch its 2.0 
model! And let me tell you, there are some very exciting changes! 

Similar to the Lost and Found feature, 
every single user who updates their sta-
tus will send a notification to every app 
owner! This is perfect for those who have 
been banned from dating websites!

RELATIONSHIP STATUS SNAPPLE FACTS

-Betsy Wagner & Evie Waters, 
Juniors

LATIN!
Ximperspiet, officae. Nempor apit, ne 
at harum autam simaximus, cus ex et 
officil labori omnisim aionsed ut quis 
dolorecabore destiis abo. Et qui alic tem 
laborionse pre comnihitior simaio dolo-
rum consequam dolore pro volorumqui 
quam, simillu

In the pursuit of never ending education, 
mind boggling and interesting facts will 
be included every hour such as “Shaggy 
from Scooby Doo does not have an 
Adam’s apple” or “Oklahoma State 
vegetable is a watermelon”.

YELP STYLE DINING 
HALL REVIEWS

If you wanna know if its worth trooping 
it to the dining hall when they’re serv-
ing Captain Crunch Chicken (real meal 
served b4) you can now see a detailed 
review included with stars and a price 
point.

TRACKING
Have you ever wanted to find someone 
on campus who you’re not close enough 
to have their location for on Find My 
Friends. Well now, What To DU will 
include a detailed map of where every 
Denisonian is (nothing like snap maps 
fyi)

STORY FUNCTION

EVERY social media has one, so this 
one’s a no brainer!

PUBLIC GPAS
Comparison is the thief of joy? Nah its 
the #1 motivator for all the hustlers out 
there.

RATE MY DENISONIAN
Just like the popular webpage Rate My 
Professor, members of the Denison 
community can openly critique and 
compliment their classmates in order to 
help others! Because, dang, making an 
impression on your own is just way too 
hard, ammiright?
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Staff “Euphoria Characters” Box

are there a lot of 

english majors here? 

why’s everyone going 

to chapter?

BATHROOMS
Journalism is an intrinsic part of our democracy. Only by sharing the truth can we—nevermind, here’s 
an article about the best bathrooms on campus. 

5. Mitchell Locker Room
Pros: Located near the hot tub. Since most of the sports teams have their own locker rooms, you can 
rest easy knowing that those nutcases cool cats haven’t been in there. It’s also on a separate water line, 
so when Ohio gets slightly cold and all the other pipes explode, it’s the one place that still functions.
Cons: I always feel like the exercise freaks attractive healthy people are judging me for using our state-
of-the-art fitness center only for hot tubs and toilets.

4. Burton Morgan Fifth Floor
Pros: The sole purpose of admissions is tricking convincing everyone that Denison is the best, and that 
applies to their bathrooms. Always clean, a variety of lovely scents, and interesting wallpaper for the 
poor fools who forgot their phones. 
Cons: a lot of stairs. Admissions doesn’t want prospies meeting anyone not getting paid by Denison. 

3. Barney Davis Basement
Pros: It has a shower. In a building that hasn’t been sciencey since 1905. Other than that, it’s a normal 
bathroom. But this shower! Spacious and open concept. The showerhead looks high-quality too; better 
than any other I’ve seen on campus. Why? Who for? I’ll give $20 to anyone who uses it. I’ll give $100 
to someone who leaves class, takes a shower, and comes back.
Cons: Really cold in the winter. The faucets are cold too, so what if the shower never gets hot? I’ve 
been too scared to try. This is my biggest concern here at Denison. It keeps me up at night. 

2. Knapp Basement
Pros: Basements are the places where secrets are kept. Sometimes that means a chaise lounge with 
suspicious stains from the seventies. Sometimes, it means a private individual bathroom. There are two 
down there, featuring thick doors and deadbolts strong enough to stop a SWAT team. 
Cons: if you get trapped, no one will ever find you. Also, no shower, which I guess is important to me. 

Dishonorable Mentions: quick shoutout to the worst bathrooms: Fellows 2nd floor (weird flushes), 
Crawford (the whole building is a toilet), and Bio Reserve (may have been a groundhog den).

1. *LOCATION REDACTED* 
Pros: This place has high windows providing both homey light and privacy. Warm in winters and cool 
in summers, the super loud fan guarantees maximum privacy. The conveniently located power sockets 
mean that you can stay for days if necessary. It is beautifully decorated, big enough for a bed, and with 
yet another inexplicable shower, this bathroom is better than most dorms. The only reason I haven’t 
moved in is because such a beautiful secret garden must be shared.
Cons: but not shared with you, obviously. I’m not going to tell because then all y’all commies public-
spirited citizens will ruin it. Only the chosen few may know the truth. 

- Charles Stacey, 
always on the crapperSUBMISSION


